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Rating: 8.5/10 of the 6 rankings I'm the best when it comes to taking different paths. With just a flip of my hand, I'll go down the path less traveled. I'm looking in the far and wide, only to find myself invincible and unbeatable. So now I ask, who else can match my awesomeness? Act tough second nature for me and I'm a
lone wolf. The road is long and winding, but I won't feel lonely as long as I can act tough! I'm sick of life and death, and I do what I think is right. Young man, even when I started acting tough, you were still learning to wear underpants! Xi Ki,20, therefore, decided to take the path of hard action. He decided to be tough
every damn day. If he wasn't behaving harshly, he was scheming for the best way to act tough! You are reading theUltimate Scheming Systemfree novel online at ReadLightNovels.Net ! The average rating is 4.3/ 5 of 177 votes. Ranked 293rd, it has 34,612 monthly views Author (s) Lord of the Ordinary People,太上布⾐
genre (s) Novels 757 - Chapters 517546 - All Chapters Running 3,383 Days (8 The name Ultimate Scheming SystemAuthorlord-of-the-common-people-lastest chapter 1506Chapter 1505Chapter 1504 Rating Page 2Xu Kew was moved to a first-class complex on the same day. Xiy Ke was moved to a first-class complex
on the same day. Duan Side moved to a second-class complex that was separated from the first-class connections. As a second-grade student, he was not allowed to enter the first-class complex. So throughout the night, except for a few peers from the first class compound who saw that Cue Ke was new and came to
say hello briefly, no one came to disturb him. Xie Ke was left alone in his room, looking at the dark night sky and feeling helpless. Although he learned that the Heavenly Continent was already in chaos, he did not know exactly what situation Jiang Hunyang and the others were in. At that moment he could not return to
heaven to be with his friends. He was trapped in the world of memory of Xuanyuan Wangrongs. There was no way to get out of here quickly. It is d'mn Heavenly Stone of Taya and that d'mn world of memory There is no way I can develop feelings towards Xuanyuan Wanrong. But I have to keep accumulating acting hard
points and then let the system force the seal. However, there are so many good things that I can get free from the store system right now. I might as well go big and hope I manage to get out of here in two or three days. Cuy Kew talked to himself while studying the interface of the system. He was going to town,
accumulating things from the Store System. Soon his parcel system was packed full. Only then was Xie Ke was pleased enough that pleased as he lay on his bed... At the same time, the dean of the Heavenly Palace Sect study, some of the most important elders of the elders The sect of the Heavenly Palace has
gathered. They were all old men, and they were all knowledgeable and specialized in divine texts. They sat with the dean, surrounding a large table and solemnly looking through various ancient book entries. Everyone was working on translating the Divine Text from the Dao Test Stone. Once there have been any
changes to anybodys work, they will summarize them for the dean. Then the dean was responsible for direct translation. The results, after all the work of the night, allowed the deans a tight expression gradually improve. Gentlemen, our hard work has not been entirely in vain. We have successfully translated one of the
words in the Divine Text, and this word appears in the Divine Text on the Dao Test Stone quite a few times. Dean opened his mouth to break his silence, and at the same time he took a piece of paper. Only one word was written on that piece of paper. When everyone looked at him, they were all in a state of surprise.
Hand? That's the truth! Dean smiled and nodded. He put down the paper and went on, translated the Divine text for this word hand. Does everyone still remember that we once found the Divine Text from many Divine Newses? For this translation, we finally got a relic from the art of forced Divine Power.As as soon as he
finished speaking, all present became first shocked and then excited. If there is no Divine Text that we have received today, also comes from the Art of Convincing Divine Power? All present were in a state of shock. The dean nodded and said, combined with what we learned from our past experience, if im not wrong,
what we got this time is likely to be related to the imprint of the hand in the art of the forced Divine Power. It may even be, rumoured, the higher art of the irresistible Divine Power: The Hand of God. God's hand! The elders present stood up one by one, their bodies trembling with excitement. God's hand was something of
the Art of Convincing Divine Power, which was first mentioned in one of the Divine Texts originally extracted from the Divine News a long time ago. Although this section of the Divine Text was also incomplete, it recorded the divine power of the Hand of God. He was known as the great deity of his own art of the
irresistible Divine Power. He could hide the sky with one hand and cover the ground with one hand. Such art of irresistible Divine Power, if it could be obtained by the sect of the Heavenly Palace, they could rule the entire Heavenly Continent. It can also make them eligible to enter the Divine kingdom in the future, and
enhance their future power in any war. All, keep working hard to translate the Divine Text as far as you can. The dean was in a very good mood and urged all those present to continue working nonstop. Yes! Elders Blood They were excited and continued to devote themselves to translation work. Whistling! At this time a
stream of light flashed past and rushed straight forward in front of the dean. It was a secret order. Dean looked blank and frowned a little. It was a highly classified order of the highest level, and only he was qualified to look at it. However, as a rule, such a secret order will not be issued lightly. This should mean that there
was something really important going on. He began to look serious and took a classified order. He opened his sense of mind and began to look through the contents. After a while the dean's face changed, and he turned around immediately to leave the office. As soon as he left the office, he turned and turned into a
shadow. There was a flash, and he appeared outside the huge attic seconds later. At this time, countless elite students had already gathered outside the attic. They were the elite of the Clan of the Commandments. The entire attic was blocked and sealed. As soon as the dean appeared, several figures immediately
appeared. Hello, Dean! A few old men bowed and shook hands with great respect in greeting. What is going on? How can you rob our treasure trove? The dean looked earnest and asked in a low voice. One of them said with a look of helplessness, Dean, this question is rather strange. This was announced today by the
person responsible for guarding the main gate. He claimed that the Mighty King used teleportation to steal the Treasury from our sects. So we rushed here and found that the treasure-ban spell wasn't destroyed, and it didn't work. In addition, the patrol students did not find anything strange, but it is absolutely disgraceful.
Since when can I use teleportation to enter the Treasure Hall? You have to talk about high-quality teleportation devices, able to work through treasure rooms to ban the spell, and at that point, the dean changed his mind as he said nothing, quickly send people to capture the Mighty King and bring him back to me. You
have to return these stolen treasures. Make sure there's not one item lost, you understand? Nothing should be left aside. Yes! Several old men immediately took their orders. One of them added, please rest assured, Dean. Xuanyuan Wangron came out of solitude today and accidentally heard about this issue. She's
already led a team of disciples from the Tingfeng clan to track down the Mighty King. The deans' face suddenly changed when he heard it. He shouted in a deep voice, quickly, to issue a secret order to let Xuanyuan Wanrong return. She doesn't need to get involved in the Mighty King's case. I have another task to give it
to her. A few old men looked blankly and were a little puzzled by the deans' excited reaction. But they didn't dare more questions. They immediately answered in the affirmative, and then hurriedly withdrew. The dean also turned around to leave immediately. He was in a hurry. He didn't go back to the office, he rushed
straight into the back court. He stood in front of the stone garden and used the spell. Smoke instantly gushed from the garden of the rock and enveloped his entire personality. He disappeared on the spot. Moments later, the dean reappeared in a sealed secret chamber. Four statues in the shape of a man were placed in
this secret chamber, occupying four directions of the east, west, north and south. They looked state-run and both eyes closed as they sat in meditation poses. However, after the appearance of the dean, four statues in the form of a man make sounds and suddenly opened their eyes. Things are not very good. They
robbed a treasure trove today. The thief took Xuanyuan Wanrongs to commemorate the pearls, the dean said in a deep voice with a sombre face as he looked at the four statues. A what? Her pearl of memory was stolen? Don't tell me she suspects something and sent someone to do it? No, slinging obviously sealed her
memory for a long time and took it out of her body. How could she know? Four statues opened their mouths at the same time. She must have sent someone to steal it. The thief is a repeat offender. You must have heard of him. He was imprisoned by our sect for a while in the past and then made an escape. Xuanyuan
Wangrong has been in solitude for decades, so this issue has nothing to do with it! Dean shook his head. The expressions of the four statues also became serious. His Mighty King again! That beast! In the early years, when we were not in solitude, he had already stolen many times from our sect of The Heavenly Palace.
Wait until we get out of our privacy. We'll definitely skin him alive! The four statues actually started scolding sharply. Dean shook his head and said: Im afraid I'll have to deploy the Shadow Team to accomplish this issue. The reason I'm here now is to lend tiger Amulet to you four... Four statues suddenly fell silent when
they heard this. The dean seemed to be expecting this. He kept saying, I know shadow team is very important to you, but it can't be as important as Xuanyuan Wangrong. She is the Chosen Heavenly Stone of Taya. Its all up to her, can we go to the Divine Realm.Of course, we know that. But surely we shouldn't be
sending Shadow Team? You can just leave this to the Elders sect to make your move for the simple Mighty King, can't you? There is no need to build up a lot of force to accomplish this task, let alone deploy the Shadow Group. One of the statues spoke calmly. You don't have to? Oh, Xuanyuan Wangron is out of her
solitude today. I just got the news that she was already planning to hunt down the Mighty King. it touches the pearl of memory, the consequences will be unthinkable. The dean spoke with an empty expression as he swept his gaze around the four statues. Four of you better not forget that you were also involved in this
issue during this time ... It's time...
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